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a combination of the classical method of ingot combined
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with a continuous Duplex treatment in an induction fur
nace. A normal casting temperature may be used in the
method and such temperature may be any well known
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in the art.

In the case of converter steels, the converter heat can

O

conveniently be terminated with the metal some 20° C.
below that obtained in the classic method. By this tech
nique, the phosphorus and carbon at the end of the heat
treatment are surprisingly low, for instance, 0.015% and
0.010-0.015% respectively. The metal is then preferably
The metal is then preferably transferred to a teapot ladle
in which the slag separates and which serves for trans
port. In order to avoid undue cooling, we prefer not
to add any deoxidising agent in the converter or even in
the ladle. Aluminium for deoxidation is added in the
container, in which, moreover, the composition of the
steel is finalized. Also, alumina, amongst other impurities,
comes out in the supernatent slag owing partly to the stir
ring action due to this method of heating.
The invention will now be described for example with
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which
FIGURE 1 is a vertical sectional view of an apparatus
for feeding in a continuous casting apparatus, and
FIGURE 2 is a diagrammatic view showing the use of
the apparatus, the metal being supplied to the container
by modified devices.
As shown in FIG. 1, the steel 6 being poured from a
refining apparatus is fed through a spout 3 into an in

The present invention relates to a process for treating
steel, especially steel supplied to a continuous casting in
stallation.
Although the principle of the continuous casting of
metals has been known for a long time, its practical ap 15
plication in industry has come up against many obstacles
which still considerably limit its use. For instance, the
following drawbacks are of importance:
(1) Killed steels deoxidised with aluminum have not
yet been continuously cast successfully on an industrial 20
scale. This is a serious shortcoming for this class of steel
which is particularly in demand, for instance, for deep
drawing operations.
(2) Continuous casting processes known to date are
intermittent in that the continuous casting apparatus is 25
charged ladle by ladle. When one ladle is empty, the cast
ing is interrupted and the refractories or linings then have
to be repaired or renewed. Also, before casting can be
renewed, other operations such as reheating and the in
sertion of a plug ingot are necessary. This considerably 30 duction furnace or container 4. The deoxidising or killing
are continuously added to the furnace 4 from above,
reduces the productivity of a continuous casting installa agents
and alloying additions can also be added continuously.
tion and thus increases the price.
8 denotes an opening in the lower part of the furnace 4
(3) Basic converter steel has not been continuously cast
in a manner satisfactory in regard to metallurgical and 35 which is blocked by a plug 9. The furnace 4 is heated by
coil 10 in which any suitable medium is provided for
other technical considerations. This is especially to be aheat
transfer.
regretted, since steel from basic converters is now com
The opening 8 is connected with an auxiliary chamber
paratively cheap and moreover the production cycle could
16 by means of a duct 14 lined with refractory material
be much more easily integrated with continuous casting
5. This auxiliary chamber 16 is filled with an inert gas
than the production cycle of the larger Siemens-Martin 40 such
as nitrogen or argon under gauge or controlled pres
and electric furnaces.
It is in fact determined that the finishing temperatures sure, supplied by cylinders 17 through a union member
19, a regulating valve 20, and a dome 18.
of converter heats vary too much for the continuous cast
The gas pressure is measured by a gauge 21 and the
ing of the metal. There is also the difficulty that a sig
gas passes to the chamber 16 by the ducts 22, 23, and 24.
nificant percentage of batches are too cold for the process. 45 The
auxiliary chamber 16 is lined with refractory mate
The steel cannot be superheated, that is to say, heated
rial
25
and in its lower portion has an opening 26 in which
above the normal temperature achieved when the chemi
nozzle 27 is placed and which is of specially resistant
cal processes of conversion are finished, without a seri arefractory
material. The bore 28 of this nozzle diverges
ous deterioration in quality. This difficulty is even more
significant with deep drawing steels, that is to say, those 50 in the manner of a Laval tube so as to minimize dis
which are low in carbon and phosphorus, for which the turbance of the steel which has already passed there
casting temperatures should be higher, while the tempera through.
The lower end 29 of the nozzle 28 is always held be
ture at the end of actual manufacture has to be lower.
low the level 30 of liquid steel in a mould 31, of a con
It is also to be noted that the killing with aluminum
tinuous casting installation. 31 could also represent a
of converter steels is more difficult than the killing of feeder
supplying a mould indirectly.
Siemens-Martin on electric furnace steels, and that, in
The
auxiliary chamber 16 is traversed by a metal stop
any case, it results in an undesirable drop in tempera
per rod 32 composed of a refractory material 33 and it is
ture which mitigates against successful continuous cast arranged
to be cooled but the appropriate apparatus for
ing.
is not shown. The lower end of the rod 32 carries
One aim of the present invention is to make possible 60 this
the actual stopper 34 which is made of a sufficient length
the continuous casting of steels killed with aluminum to
allow for wear. The rod 32 passes through the gas
and manufactured in a top or bottom-blown converter.
24 and is fixed and connected into a piston 35 and
The invention consists in a continuous process for treat duct
ing steel, comprising the steps of pouring the steel in another rod 36. The piston is placed in a cylinder 37
between the dome 18 and the chamber 16, and
an open container, heating the steel in the container by 65 mounted
cylinder rests in a groove 38 in the refractory mem
electrical induction, deoxidising the steel in the container the
ber 25. The cylinder 37 is also fixed in an external metal
and continuously passing the steel from the container, out housing
39 by a plate 40 pierced by a hole 41 through
of contact with the air, into a mould.
which the rod 36 passes. Between the refractory mem
This method allows the temperature of the metal de
33 and the piston 35 there is a metal sleeve 42 for
livered to the mould to be precisely controlled and also 70 ber
protecting the rod 32 and cooperating with an opening
permits the carrying out of metallurgical treatment in 43
in which it is guided. The movement of the piston 35
the container. The process may actually be considered
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in the cylinder 37 is controlled by pressure fluid passed
through two pipes 44 and 45 by a control system which
is not shown to simplify the drawing of FIG. 1.
The apparatus functions as follows:
At the beginning of a casting operation, steel is poured

as a jet 6 into the furnace or crucible 4 through the spout
3. The metal is covered by a suitably prepared super
natant or layer of slag 12. After the heating coils 10
have been energised, the temperature of the steel has been
adjusted and the continuous addition of deoxidising agent
to the metal has been begun, the rod 32 is pressed down
wards against the nozzle 27. The regulating valve 20
is opened and gas blown into the chamber 16 and the
duct 14. The pressure of this gas is then increased until
the plug 9 is blown out of the hole 8.
A relay, not shown, which is actuated by the dislodg
ment of the plug 9 checks the flow of the gas and trans
mits a signal to the hydraulic control system so that it
causes the piston 35 to travel upwards and access into
the nozzle 27 is freed.

5

4.
killed with aluminum free of alumina, in a condition suit
able for continuous casting. The rate of flow can easily
by adjusted. There is also no danger of the re-introduc
tion of alumina into the steel owning to oxidation after
killing.
The reduction to practice of such a process and the
associated apparatus for handling such steels is considered
to constitute a substantial advance over known tech

niques. The simplicity of the process, its partial self
O

5

regulating action and its great adaptability will suit it

for the large-scale production of steel of a quality not
previously known.
The process and apparatus described are particularly
well adapted for use with converter steels though part
or all of the apparatus could also be used for steel manu
factured by other methods.
What I claim is:
1. In the continuous process of treating liquid steel
refined in a converter and intended to furnish continuous

ly steel killed with aluminum and free from inclusions
The killed steel then flows through the duct 4 into the
capable of creating surface defects and utilizing a crucible
chamber 6 which is filled to the level 47, and then
heated by induction, comprising after refining the steel
through the spout 27 into the ingot mold 31.
evacuating it from the converter by means of a ladle
The position of the piston 35 is then adjusted to regu
and at a temperature of about 20° C. lower than the nor
late the flow of steel from the chamber 16. The gas 25 mal temperature of casting, pouring the steel into a
pressure in the latter is automatically controlled by a
crucible heated by induction and pouring the additions
system, not shown, in dependence upon the height of
of aluminum and other deoxidizing agents, and the con
the steel 1 in the furnace or crucible 4.
stituent elements of a slag capable of fixing the alumina,
If it were to be adapted for the continuous casting of
the capacity of the crucible being utilized as a reserve
heavy gauge products, the mould could be fed by means 3 to permit the casting of the steel without interruption
of several nozzles 27 connected in parallel, or through a
when the feeding is interrupted for changing the ladle,
feeder dividing the metal into several streams. In this
the materials contained in the crucible being subjected
latter case, additional precautions would be necessary to
to gyratory movements by electric induction, so that the
keep the steel out of contact with the air as much as pos
inclusions of alumina and others resulting from the killing
sible.
35 are fixed by the said slag, and evacuating the steel in a
In the showing of FIG. 2, a converter 1 pours molten
continuous manner protected from the air.
steel 2 into one of the teapot ladles 4. The steel from
2. In the continuous process according to claim 1, in
each ladle 4 is poured into a gutter 5 which passes it into
which the killing and deoxidizing agents are added to the
a central pivoted gutter 3' which in turn passes into one
steel in the crucible in a continuous flow.
of two crucibles 4 (in the FIG. 2 transfer into both 40
crucibles 4 simultaneously is shown).
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